CAKE GUIDE
Yen Thomson Cakes

Menu
The taste of your cake is as important as the look. In order
to achieve my finish, all of my cakes are covered in a layer
of delicious Belgian White or Dark Chocolate Ganache
before I ice them with luxury Swiss fondant all adding to
the flavour of your cake.

Creamy Vanilla
Madagascan Vanilla Sponge Cake
with light & creamy Italian Meringue
Buttercream

Rich Chocolate
Ultimate Chocolate Cake with the
finest Belgian Chocolate Ganache

Luscious Lemon
Light lemon sponge,layered with
lemon curd and lemon
buttercream

Cupcakes

As a petit addition you can choose to add
cupcakes to compliment your cake and really
creates an amazing display for your special
occasion.

ALLERGY INFORMATION
All of my cakes contain gluten and may also
contain nuts or traces of nuts. I can make gluten
free cakes on special request but at the moment
do not cater for eggless or dairy free.

DON'T SEE WHAT YOU ARE LOOKING FOR?
I am always happy to discuss other cake flavours
and fillings so if you don't see your favourite on
the menu please don't hestitate to email your
ideas to hello@yenscakes.co.uk or contact me by
telephone 07518 520488
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Important
Information

All cakes are presented on an iced board with
coordinating ribbon.
The level of design and time involved in making
custom wedding or celebration cakes may vary. The
price will depend on the time involved to decorate
rather than the number of portions. The prices
contained on the Price-list are starting prices only.
Prices will also vary dependent on the size of the cake
(see my Cake Sizing chart). Please contact me for an
accurate quote based on your requirements and
budget.
We can offer delivery of your cake around Aberdeen
and a set up service at your venue. Alternatively, cakes
can be collected from 11 Fonthill Terrace, Aberdeen at
an agreed date and time ahead of your
celebration/event.

Pricelist

ROUND
CAKE

SQUARE
CAKE

6"
£65
8"
£75
10" £85
12" £110

6"
£75
8"
£85
10" £105
12" £130

2 Tiers from £150
3 Tiers from £240
4 Tiers from £365

2 Tiers from £170
3 Tiers from £265
4 Tiers from £410

Handmade bespoke sugar figurine toppers from £50

Cupcakes
Basic cupcake starting
from £2.80 each (min of 12 cupcakes)
Prices vary depending on design

